








As	 an	 alternative	method	 to	 FEM,	 the	 boundary	 element	method	 (BEM)	 has	 been	 successfully	 applied	 to	 the	 dynamic	 crack	 problems.	 Compared	with	 FEM,	 it	 only	 requires	 boundary	 discretizating	 rather	 than	 domain














































































In	addition	to	 the	boundary	conditions	along	Li ("L"	 should	 not	 be	 Italic.),	 the	displacement	continuity	conditions	and	stress	equilibrium	conditions	along	the	common	boundary	Г	 should	also	be	satisfied.	Substituting	Eq.	(7)	 into	 the
continuity	and	equilibrium	conditions	[26]	along	the	common	boundary	Г,	one	has



































































































































Ns = 18 Relative	Error Ns = 30 Relative	Error Ns = 60 Relative	Error Ns = 120 Relative	Error
1 78972.0 79310.5 0.43% 79056.5 0.11% 78848.3 0.16% 78809.3 0.21%
2 182846.0 179022.4 2.09% 183715.5 0.48% 183658.7 0.44% 183643.9 0.44%
3 216480.0 214854.2 0.75% 217147.8 0.31% 217148.1 0.31% 217121.7 0.30%
4 348817.0 343362.5 1.56% 349637.0 0.24% 349682.9 0.25% 349631.5 0.23%
5 353931.0 351960.5 0.56% 354796.7 0.24% 354261.6 0.09% 353964.3 0.01%




Nc = 110 RelativeError Nc = 203 RelativeError Nc = 380 RelativeError
1 78972.0 79054.6 0.10% 79090.7 0.15% 79056.5 0.11%
Fig.	6	Computational	models	for	the	two	inner	cracked	subdomains.
alt-text:	Fig	6
2 182846.0 182364.4 0.26% 183626.3 0.43% 183715.5 0.48%
3 216480.0 215540.9 0.43% 216907.3 0.20% 217147.8 0.31%
4 348817.0 343071.9 1.65% 347851.4 0.28% 349637.0 0.24%
5 353931.0 345256.2 2.45% 352396.7 0.43% 354796.7 0.24%









Order FEM SFBEM Relative	Error
1 82715.0 82727.8 0.02%
2 197843.0 197325.1 0.26%
3 223330.0 222811.0 0.23%
4 355424.0 353665.3 0.49%
5 380555.0 376718.2 1.01%
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θ=15° θ=30° θ=45° 2a=4	mm 2a=6	mm 2a=8	mm
1 49815.5 50709.5 51946.1 52423.0 52109.2 51954.9
2 157681.7 160958.2 168333.1 176006.8 174359.2 171931.8
3 192459.4 192834.9 193823.4 205937.2 202843.9 198698.2
4 399985.5 398913.9 395044.5 402325.7 401603.8 399517.7
5 421906.6 431148.5 435026.6 501857.2 495184.3 476882.1


























The	multi-domain	SFBEM	based	on	 the	Erdogan	 fundamental	 solutions	 is	 extended	 to	dynamic	analysis	 of	multi-crack	problems	 in	 this	paper.	Because	of	 the	use	of	 the	multi-domain	 coupling	 technique,	 the	 single	 crack
Erdogan	 fundamental	 solutions	have	been	shown	to	be	applicable	 to	 the	 formulation	of	SFBEM	for	modal	and	 transient	analysis	of	 the	multi-crack	problems.	Moreover,	 the	closed-form	expressions	of	 the	strains	are	given	 in	 this
research,	so	that	 the	strain	modes	can	be	obtained	directly	and	analytically.	The	 fusion	of	 the	multi-domain	SFBEM	and	the	Erdogan	fundamental	solutions	 is	computationally	efficient,	which	provides	a	powerful	 tool	 for	dynamic
analysis	of	multi-crack	problems.	Numerical	examples	 including	the	double	 inner	crack,	double	edge	crack	and	triple	crack	problems	are	analyzed	 in	 terms	of	 the	angular	 frequencies,	 the	modal	shapes	and	DSIFs	by	the	present
method.	The	convergence	and	accuracy	of	the	proposed	approach	are	studied	in	the	first	example	for	cracks	with	different	inclined	angles	and	lengths.	In	the	second	example,	the	plate	with	two	edge	cracks	and	subjected	to	the	sine
external	loads	is	used	to	demonstrate	the	feasibility	of	the	proposed	approach.	In	the	third	example,	the	proposed	method	is	used	to	study	the	interaction	of	three	cracks	on	the	dynamics	characteristics	of	the	plate.
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